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C
olorado Springs-based professional guide and mountaineer David Paisley died May 31 as 

the result of a crevasse fall while descending Mt. Bona in Alaska after a successful ascent.

An all-around alpinist, Dave was a nonspecialist mountaineer who enjoyed all aspects of 

the outdoor environment, from technical rock climbing to waterfall ice to peakbagging in the 

Cordillera Blanca, on Mexico volcanos, and in recent years peaks in the St. Elias Range.

He began his involvement with the mountains in the late 1970s and early ’80s, wetting his inter

est in cold weather mountain pursuits through winter climbing and backpacking trips in New York’s 

Adirondack mountains. Dave’s involvement with the outdoor pursuits department at Ohio State 

University provided a catalyst for the transition to technical rock climbing, where he learned and 

plied his cragging skills at nearby Clifton Gorge, Ohio, and Seneca Rocks, West Virginia.

Beginning in 1980, Dave started working summers in the Sangre de Cristo mountains of 

northeastern New Mexico for the Boy Scouts of America at Philmont Scout Ranch and 

Explorer Base. At Philmont, Dave used every opportunity to explore and climb the mountains 

of New Mexico and Colorado with other like-minded staff members.

At the end of every Philmont season, Dave had several free weeks before returning to 

classes at OSU, and these periods were singularly devoted to his quest of climbing all 54 

14ers in Colorado. Thus began an intimate, all-season relationship with the mountains of 

Colorado which lasted the remainder of his life. After finishing college in Columbus, Dave 

moved to Colorado Springs, in 1985 (with Patience Wickersham, who would become 

Patience Paisley the following year). Though he traveled to the greater ranges of the world 

over the years, the mountains of Colorado remained both his spiritual and geographic home.

Over the 15 years that the Front Range served as a home base, Dave and Patience 

remained extremely active in their outdoor pursuits, and dedicated climbing partners.

A signature Paisley trait was Dave’s exacting organizational skills: he was meticulous and 

methodical in his preparation for every trip, whether an extended weekend outing to the San Juans 

or an expedition to Mt. Logan. And, by extension, he was a strong practitioner of risk-management. 

As a climber, he was conservative, and invested strongly in the idea that safety and sound judge

ment were as much a part of the repertoire and toolkit of a climber as any piece of hardware.

Dave’s gear room stands as a monument to the unfortunate irony of the never sufficiently exam

ined rhetoric that “he who dies with the most toys wins.” Part climbing museum, part utilitarian 

storage, a spare bedroom in the Paisley household served as the storage vault for all their outdoor 

equipment. It held 15 pairs of skis, ten sleeping bags, a full wall closet of outdoor-wear for all sea

sons and activities, two walls covered with ice tools, shelves loaded with 15 working ropes, two 

dozen packs, a pile of accessories, cook kits, six tents, and hanging racks of climbing hardware. 

All of it was labeled, all logged and inventoried and, most notably, all used extensively.

His first REI ice axe— used until all the paint had worn off the shaft— hangs as a matter- 

of-fact symbolic piece among the multiple sets of ice tools. Strangely, though he did own a 

chalk bag, Dave was something of the anachronism in that regard: he refrained from using 

chalk on technical rock climbs.

In the course of his 38 years, Dave managed to come extremely close to his conception of a per

fect life. He was out on every weekend, regardless of the weather, doing anything from telemark ski

ing to waterfall ice climbing to mountainbiking, and spent every available vacation bagging peaks. 

More often than not his partner was his wife, Patience; their marriage was simpatico, in that there 

wasn’t ever room for argument about “...too much time out climbing.” If anything, there was never



enough time; the Paisleys were disappointed when they got less than their 52 weekends per year 

away from home. A “good year” meant more than 150 days in the outdoors.

Dave will be remembered by all who knew him, worked with him, or climbed with him, 

as a soft-spoken, humble, and friendly mountaineer who never lost an ounce of motivation, 

kept the volume on “ 11” when playing heavy metal (which was when he wasn’t sleeping), 

and was always making plans for the next trip or projects.
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